The Chopsticks Technique for Endoscopic Endonasal Surgery-Improving Surgical Efficiency and Reducing the Surgical Footprint.
Variations and additions to the endoscopic endonasal exposure have been proposed around a modular strategy. These extensions are often necessary to provide additional working space and reduce conflict between the instruments and the endoscope. Resection of endonasal structures, which affects negatively the sinonasal quality of life, is thus undertaken not only to obtain tumor exposure but also to improve the maneuverability of the instruments. Our objective was to achieve the same skull base exposures and tumor resections and limit the surgical footprint on sinonasal structures and patients' quality of life. Our team developed a surgical technique in which the endoscope and a malleable rotative aspirator are held by the nondominant hand and the other main instrument in the dominant hand. This modification, which we call the chopsticks technique, allows the surgeon to use minimalistic exposures with an improved dynamic perception of the surgical field and reduced conflicts between the instruments. The endonasal structures that are left intact help support the instruments. The same surgical objectives, in terms of exposure and resection, are achieved. We describe our technique and a series of patients operated with this uninarial 3-instruments technique to discuss relevant operative nuances. We propose a technical modification that allows the surgeons to benefit from the advantages of a bimanual technique while still holding the endoscope. In our opinion, this technique may improve dynamic understanding of the anatomy and surgical efficiency and reduce the footprint of the surgery.